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Save on your own PC for personal use or on the server for access by many users
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View movie to see how this is set up
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Statistics function helpful for finding the health of your database
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To find the actual records, go to create lists

Search the field for values that aren’t equal to all the valid codes. Use enhanced 
search to streamline the search. More on that later.
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Powerful tool for finding hidden mistakes
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Record count report: locations on vertical and itypes on horizontal

Reference book coded as regular book
Paperbacks coded as regular books
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Create list based on errors found in cross-tab report
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Cleanup based on ilocation often resulting from using the incorrect item template 
when creating item records.

Several other errors found when inspecting record
Status should be “o”
OPACMSG should be “-”
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Use Browse Query when results don’t need to be stored
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These errors often occur when importing records through Z39.50
Caused when the other site uses a different encoding scheme
Bad locations occur when incoming code is missing from your site
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Example of bad copyright symbol from an import
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If no other headings reports are run, select these:
• Invalid headings
• Blind references
• Duplicate authorities
• and probably Duplicate entries
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Example of incorrect heading in bib record – Ice, Vanilla … really??
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Search for something that allows “not exist” as the condition, such as HOLD
Don’t run the search
Change the field to barcode, or title, or call #
Run the search
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Here is a resulting “no barcode” record
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Search strategy for bibs with only one item that is lost & paid with no other 
attachments
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Search for barcodes that are out of range to find oddly coded fields
Run regular search using letters of numbers out of your range
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Bib records with nothing attached to them. Use ^ for the linked record field
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Browse the list for errors.
Ebooks/Downloadable – miscoded locations and/or material type
Couple others here that are questionable
(Next slide has details)
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First thing we see is no cat date. Next we do a title search…
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Compare the created date of the bib with no cat date to the order date in the record 
that has a cat date
We surmise that the record wasn’t correctly overlaid or deleted when transferring the 
order record to the cataloged record
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In this case, the bib record couldn’t be deleted during a batch withdrawal because 
there is still a hold on the title
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Depending on how coded, create list of mat type for downloadables or location for 
web resources
Browse list for errors and fix them
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Update order status to “o” to queue po
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bib records that need to be withdrawn may have order records attached to them
Create an order list from the bib list and purge/delete the orders to delete the bibs
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Never going to see these items again
Do not use due date <  - this will include all available items because their due date is 
blank
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Since the items will display “available” you will need to suppress or delete them ASAP
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Example of what is left after the batch check-in
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After clearing using this function, go to create lists and copy the “missing” file from 
hidden files to active so you can list them and check shelves
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After inventorying a section, create a list of all those items not inventoried
Update the inventory date and remove found items from your list
Rapid up the list after checking shelves with missing status and a note that the item 
was missing during the inventory with a date
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Either items didn’t get checked in at the right location correctly or never got returned 
to the right location
The item message field will have a date in it for when it was put in transit
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Check shelves at both locations
Check location served table if it shouldn’t have been put in transit
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Setup the cc return address in circ options in admin corner
Use filters in your email client to sort email copies by type
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Mark email address as invalid in patron record (change to a note field) and add 
message to patron record to ask for correction at next checkout
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Typing the same info many times can lead to errors
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Substitution phrases are similar to macros and can be set up for system-wide use
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Example of how it works with insert a field
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When inserting a field 
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Use uniform naming conventions especially for saved stuff
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Example: Before – no idea who created the saved searches
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After: can sort by query name and they will group together
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